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Use the brush tool at 180 rpm to clean and scrub. Change to polishing brush or pad and switch to 
500 rpm to polish to a shine 

SWISS MADE
QUALITY

Two Cleaning Essentials in One Machine
RA 431B DUO   Duo Speed Mid-Size Battery Scrubber

Cleaning Polishing

RA 431 B DUOIntroducing the RA 431B DUO 
Dual Purpose Mid-Size Battery Scrubber 

Every day, commercial floors tell a different 

story. Linoleum floors in schools, hospitals, 

offices and retail stores end up dirty, scuffed 

and dull.

The new RA 431B Duo is the perfect way to 

restore daily order to your floors with a  

single machine. Thoroughly clean using the 

brush attachment at 180 rpm, then quickly 

change to the polishing brush attachment or 

a polishing pad, switch to 500 rpm speed and 

polish.

RA431B Duo is also suitable for cleaning 

PVC, PU, cork and parquet flooring. Add the 

right protective floor conditioner and polish 

after cleaning  for a lasting, dirt-repellent 

shine.
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Optional High Speed Polishing Pads

Optional Polishing Pad Driver

 Wide Filling Inlet 

Technical data:
Order Number 269662
Squeegee Width  30"
Scrubbing Path  17"
Power Supply  24V DC
Power suction motor  400 W 
Power brush motor  1000 /1400 W
Waterlift  44"
Fresh Water Capacity  9 gal
Dirty Water Capacity  10 gal
Productivity Rate (theoretical)  15,000 sq ft / hr
Brush Speed Low (scrubbing) 180 rpm
Brush Speed High (polishing) 500 rpm
Brush pressure  106 lbs
Battery charging time 6h
Run time 3H
Weight (incl. Battery)  293 lbs
Measurements l/w/h 33"/17"/31"
 
Shipped complete with:          

Two essential cleaning tasks — 
One machine.
 
Introducing the RA 431B DUO 
Duo Speed Mid-Size Battery Scrubber

Double-Duty

Clean, polish, — and consolidate.  No need to have two separate machines to get the 
job done.  Clean, scrub, pickup and polish your floors to a shine with storage space 
to spare.

Easy Operation

Much easier to operate than conventional single disc machines, the RA 431B DUO is 
self propelled, a breeze to steer and vibration free.

Versatile

Use on a variety of hard floors just to clean or clean and polish with your type of 
floor conditioners.  It’s powerful enough to clean a large area while still being  user 
- friendly enough to bring out just for a spot removals or touch ups.
 
No Cord Constraints

Forget kicking the cord around and having to stop work to find outlets.  
RA 431B DUO is battery operated, and fully charged it offers 3 hours of highly 
efficient run time. 

30” Squeegee
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